
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Let it not be thought, however, that the lad _________________________
in some very important departments.
1.

(not/educate)
was not being educated

Troops _____________________ here and there, and officers dashed
hither and yon.
2.

(hurry)
were being hurried

There was no fighting now; and the poor fellows in camp would be only too
glad to know that their brothers-in-arms __________________ for their toils
by the smiles of the fair.

3.

(pay)
were being paid

The piano by this time ________________________ by a practical hand.4.
(manipulate)

was being manipulated

They went forward to the platform where the baggage
_____________________.
5.

(unload)was being unloaded

The crowd was now surging forward and the girl ____________________
back into the little lobby by their weight.
6.

(press)
was being pressed

A dead silence had fallen upon the room as the auditors realized that a
game ___________________ here that was not on the cards.
7.

(play)was being played

At this time the treatment in the courts __________________ by negroes
as a reason for leaving.
8.

(urge)
was being urged

He was asked why he had adopted the name of W. J. Cooper, and replied
that he did so because he ____________________ by two or three men.
9.

(watch)
was being watched

A horse was standing fixed in a kind of stocks, a machine for holding
animals fast while they __________________.
10.

(shoe)were being shod

Signals ______________________ from the remaining fifty, along a
beam.
11.

(radiate)
were being radiated
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She closed her eyes and fancied that she __________________
recklessly on toward a frightful precipice by some subtle force against whose
power she was helpless.

12.

(bear)

was being borne

For a while the inclination of the path told Fred the proper direction
____________________, and then it seemed as if they traveled an unusually
long time over a road which appeared to be perfectly level.

13.

(pursue)
was being pursued

The covers _______________________ from his body; agile hands were
touching the bandages of his wounds.
14.

(withdraw)
were being withdrawn

If he heard that they _______________________, he would in all
probability strike an attitude and declare that he could not be a party to
compromising her any longer.

15.

(discuss)

were being discussed

I ___________________ to the Queen's apartment when suddenly I
found myself in a room with some gentleman.
16.

(guide)
was being guided

At last they felt that the end ___________________ up, and all the slack
hauled in.
17.

(lift)
was being lifted

A hundred-pounder gun __________________ from the ship's side right
over his head.
18.

(fire)
was being fired

All at once, when the dark object had grown up plainly into a head and
shoulders, it ceased increasing, and remained perfectly motionless, as if a
careful observation _________________ by some one watchful in the
extreme.

19.

(make)
was being made

This was about the time that Washington ________________________
first President of the United States.
20.

(inaugurate)
was being inaugurated
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